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Executive Coaching Profile  

 
 

Cath Sloan 

 

Head of System Transformation, Aqua 

  

Cath has been coaching for several years and has supported a number of leaders looking to improve their 

personal effectiveness particularly through complex system challenges.  

 

She enables them to take a practical approach to delivering their goals and manage relationships by offering 

perspective, support and constructive challenge.  Cath is also able to support individuals through the NHS 

Leadership Framework 360 Assessment. 

 

Cath’s approach works particularly well for clients who are leading complex system transformations and 

enables them to have greater clarity about their role, effectiveness and leadership style.  

 

Cath joined Aqua in 2016 and leads the System Transformation programme offers for member and 

customers.  The main purpose of this work is to support leaders to develop the skills, capability and 

behaviours to deliver transformational change for a place. Her particular interests are transformational 

change and system integration.  

 

She has over 20 year’s extensive experience in acute hospital operational management and quality 

improvement roles. She is working towards a Level 5 Certificate in Leadership Coaching and Mentorship. 
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Executive Coaching Profile  

 

Elizabeth Bradbury 

 

Director, Aqua 

 

Elizabeth is an experienced leadership coach with a thorough understanding of the context and challenges 

faced by public sector leaders. She coaches executive and non-executive board level leaders. Her coaching 

style is calm, friendly and focused on the clients goals. She combines empathy with constructive challenge and 

works with clients to analyse issues, consider realistic options, to be resourceful in developing creative 

responses and to explore and embed system leadership skills.  

 

Elizabeth’s approach works well for clients who are leading complex system transformations or large scale 

service reconfigurations, who are open to new perspectives and committed to working hard. Frequent 

coaching topics include the client’s role as an effective system leader, the power-influence dynamic, building 

collaborative multi-agency relationships and generating momentum for strategic change.   

 

Elizabeth’s results orientation helps the client achieve their personal coaching goals and make a positive 

impact upon their organisation or system. Her client’s report increased clarity about their scope of influence; 

increased leadership presence and strategic impact; greater confidence in their ability to lead 

transformational change; renewed energy and enthusiasm for work; and stronger relationships with multi-

agency colleagues.  

 

Elizabeth joined Aqua in 2010 and leads a portfolio of change programmes working as expert faculty with 

member and customers to deliver NHS and partnership board development and well-led reviews. Her 

particular interests are transformational change and system integration which she explored as a Health 

Foundation/IHI Quality Improvement Fellow in the USA. She has regional and national improvement leader 

experience in England and Scotland and emergency care nursing and hospital management experience. She 

served on the Board of the International Foundation for Integrated Care and has been an NHS Associate 

Non-Executive Director. She has a Level 7 Diploma in Executive Leadership Coaching and Mentorship. 
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Executive Coaching Profile 

 

Helen Kilgannon 

Associate Director, Aqua 

 

Helen provides coaching with the NHS and Social Care to senior and executive leaders/clinicians.  

Helen’s approach works well for people looking to improve their personal effectiveness, particularly 

in times of change or leading transformational programmes.  Helen takes a really practical approach 

to supporting individuals to achieve their goals and manage their relationships to maximise personal 

impact.  Helen’s preference is to support people through a series of quality conversations, offering 

perspective, support and challenge.  These conversations can take place face-to-face or via MS 

Teams if preferred.  She is a very skilled communicator, who is able to adapt her style to meet 

individual needs and support personal development.   

Helen has been coaching and mentoring for over ten years.  Helen is qualified through the ILM, 

obtaining a level 7 Qualification in executive coaching.  She has also completed a range of NHS NW 

Leadership Academy coaching programmes and CPD.  As a CIPD Qualified HR professional, Helen is 

also able to support individuals through the NHS Leadership Framework 360 Assessment and has a 

range of supportive tools/models which can be used as part of the conversation or pre/post work. 

Helen takes a proactive approach to her own development, engaging regularly with the North West 

Leadership Academy coaching network, peer groups and is engaged in supervision.  She welcomes 

client feedback to aid her development and will proactively seek this from all her clients. As a coach 

she operates under the European mentoring and coaching code of ethics which can be found in this 

link https://www.emccouncil.org/quality/ethics/. 

Helen has engaged in coaching relationships herself to support her through times of transition and 

change; she found this really beneficial and this has informed the focus for her own coaching 

practice.  Helen has worked in a range of provider and strategic organisations at Assistant and 

Associate Director Level.  As Assistant Director Organisational Learning and Development in MH 

and community provider, key areas of work included leading coaching strategy, cultural 

development, health and wellbeing, communications and learning and development.  

Helen has led major programmes of transformational change regionally and operationally, taking 

programmes from inception to implementation and evaluation. 
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In her role at Aqua, Helen leads the System Transformation, Whole System Flow, Mental Health, 

Client Management and Communications teams.  If there are Aqua offers that will support your 

goals for coaching or your development, Helen will make you aware of the opportunities. 

Working within the NHS assists Helen to understand the context, climate and complexity that you 

work in.  Her aim is to bring some time and space where you can think, focus and ultimately thrive. 

If you would like to explore working with Helen, please make contact via AQuA@srft.nhs.uk, we 

can then arrange an initial conversation.  If you choose to work with Helen, you will be asked to 

complete a coaching contract and will complete a development plan to support your coaching 

sessions. 
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Executive Coaching Profile 

 

Lesley Massey 

Chief Executive, Aqua 

Lesley has been with Aqua since its foundation in 2010, firstly as a Director and latterly as the CEO.  

She has been responsible for a wide range of complex improvement and large-scale change 

programmes at local, regional and national levels.  Lesley is particularly interested in supporting 

organisations to develop a culture and system for continuous improvement with a focus on patient 

safety, human factors and the psychology of change.  Lesley has worked for many years in supporting 

Executives and Boards in understanding their role in developing and executing their Quality Strategy.  

Lesley has extensive networks and links and was a founding member of the United Kingdom 

Improvement Alliance UKIA, across England, Wales, Scotland and N. Ireland. Lesley serves as a Non-

Executive Director for an acute hospital trust and works hard to maintain strong links to the front 

line service she seeks to serve.  Lesley has a clinical background as an Occupational Therapist and 

extensive acute operational management experience gained over many years before establishing 

Aqua.  She has ILM Level 7 qualification in Executive Leadership Coaching and Mentorship. 

Lesley is an experienced leadership coach with a thorough understanding of the context and 

challenges faced by public sector leaders.  She coaches executive and non-executive board and 

governing body members, very senior managers and clinicians.  Her style is very much based on 

reflective listening, goal and purpose setting, and working to identify and positively exploit the assets 

within each individual.  Lesley encourages stretch and offers supportive challenge.  She works with 

clients who are looking to take the next step up in their career, or are new into executive roles, or 

facing complex change or leading others through it. 

Lesley’s approach works well with those who are building new teams and organisational forms, 

managing new relationships and looking to develop influence, effectiveness and impact whilst 

improving self-awareness and personal resilience. 

Outcomes reported by coaching clients include increased clarity about scope of influence; increased 

leadership presence and strategic impact; greater confidence and renewed energy and enthusiasm 

for work.                                                          
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